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assignment description - event poster in collage
Choose a story that interests you. This can be a personal experience, a news story or any existing story that is not illustrated. 
The story must be nonfiction. The subject is entirely open and the form can range from memoir to journalism.

objective 
This project is a platform for the visual representation of a story. You will produce sequential narrative imagery, with 
emphasis on continuity and story structure. What are the essential elements of your story? What is the most effective means 
of communication therein? How can images be used as symbols and metaphors? The message of the story - and, yes, there 
needs to be a message - must be clearly revealed; there should be sufficient detail; and research might be incorporated. 
Essentially, it is your job to determine the elements of a successful story and illustrate them for us.

description 
You will create, develop and revise a storyboard of at least six panels, which will be combined in some way that the audience 
will understand how to read it. This can be a book, a mounted storyboard or even an online venue.

guidelines 
The Timeline herein outlines a detailed timetable for when you will be presenting.  Here is what is required:

1. Choose the Story
Possible subjects: personal experience, political story, current events, nonfiction historical essay/story.

2. Develop the Sequence
Map out the best pattern for the story. When is the turning point? Is there an arc/climax? What changes from 
beginning to end? What do we need to know in order to trust the narrator and the event?

3. Thumbs
Create thumbs for each panel. Consider how each panel or page communicates with the others. Is the style 
consistent? Is there enough visual variation? Is the form of your illustration logical for the narrative?

4. Determine Materials, Sketch & Practice!
What is the most logical medium for your content? It must be a medium, or combination of media, we’ve explored 
this semester. Begin sketching your panels at full size; revise as necessary.

5. Presentation
There is no minimum size on this project and no materials requirements. That said, the presentation must be 
professionally crafted, effective and clean. For instance, a bound book would work nicely, as would the mounted 
storyboard. The presentation should be planned from the early stages; give yourself enough time to create a beautiful 
object.

resources
+ Artist’s Books: Special Collections
+ Joan Flasch Artist’s Book Collection: http://digital-libraries.saic.edu/cdm4/index_jfabc.php?CISOROOT=/jfabc
+ Bookbinding: Booklyn.org
+ Illustrator/Authors: Alison Bechdel, Chris Ware, Lynda Barry, Scott McCloud, Marjane Satrapi, David Smalls, Robert Crumb

timeline
Date Due

11.16 Assignment Hand-out

11.18 Ideas + Thumbs Due; Book Discussion; Binding Demo

11.23 - 25 Develop your Sketches

11.30 Bring to Class: Materials for Final Illustrations

12.02 Bring to Class: Materials for Final Illustrations 

12.07 Final Critique!


